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Executive Summary

On September 24, Facebook took down some 300 assets that it attributed to members of Russia’s military, including the military intelligence services. Several other social media platforms took down related assets at the same time.

Russian military units have been exposed for running numerous influence operations in recent years. Most notoriously, the military intelligence service known as the GRU interfered in the 2016 U.S. presidential election by hacking emails from the Democratic National Committee and the Clinton campaign and releasing them online. Other known Russian military operations have focused on the Ukraine and Syria conflicts, Russia’s regional rivalries with Japan and in the Arctic, President Emmanuel Macron’s emails in 2017 in France, the poisoning of former spy Sergei Skripal in the UK in 2018, and the World Anti-Doping Agency, among others.

Facebook said that the networks it took down were "linked to the actors associated with election interference in the US in the past, including those involved in 'DC leaks' in 2016," but underscored that it had "not seen the networks we removed today engage in" hack-and-leak efforts or directly target the 2020 US election. In 2016, the GRU used a persona that had largely posted about geopolitics and conflict, Alice Donovan, to create the DCLeaks Facebook page.

The assets that were taken down formed several distinct clusters, widely different in targeting and timespan, and running in Russian, English and Arabic: as such, this takedown appears to represent a range of different Russian operations run by different entities in different locations, rather than a single operation. Some of the assets were left over from efforts that ended in mid-2014; their detection is likely a result of the platforms’ increased ability in uncovering such operations. Others were recent creations and may have been set up to replace earlier assets.

Shortly before the takedown, Facebook shared a list of the assets with Graphika for independent analysis. This report presents an initial overview of the findings.
The assets in this takedown aimed at targets beyond Russia’s borders to the North, East, South and West. As with earlier operations from various Russian actors, different clusters posted about the Arctic; security and territorial claims in Japan and North Korea; the Syria and Ukraine conflicts; Russia’s rivalry with Turkey; and NATO’s presence throughout Eastern Europe. A very small proportion of the activity focused on U.S. domestic politics, notably by creating a fake outlet designed to appeal to Black audiences. Only the earliest assets, which focused on Ukraine in early 2014, were associated with hack-to-leak operations.

Most of the clusters in the takedown operated across multiple platforms. Beyond Facebook and Instagram, Graphika discovered related accounts on Twitter, YouTube, Medium, Tumblr, Reddit, Telegram, Pinterest, Wordpress, Blogspot and a range of other blogging sites. The majority of the content consisted of long-form articles, typically supporting Russia and its allies while attacking NATO, the United States, Japan, Ukraine and/or Turkey.

None of the clusters built a viral following. The largest group on Facebook, which posted in English on the Syrian conflict, had 6,500 members; the largest page, which posted in Russian about political and military news, had 3,100 followers.

The Takedown Set

The Facebook takedown consisted of 214 accounts, 35 pages, 18 groups and 34 Instagram accounts. The oldest dated from late 2011, the most recent were still active in September 2020: these were primarily focused on Syria.

As it announced the takedown on September 24, Facebook said, “We identified several clusters of connected activity that relied on fake accounts — many of which had been detected and removed by our automated systems. This network appears to have centered around a number of regions including the Far East, Russia’s neighboring countries, and Syria. ... Although the people behind this operation took steps to conceal their identities and coordination, our investigation connected these clusters to the Russian military including military intelligence services.”

These assets formed the spine of a much larger and wider-ranging collection of operations. As is detailed below, Graphika identified further assets on platforms that included YouTube, Blogspot, Twitter, Medium, Reddit and a range of blogging sites. Assets that were associated with the same persona mutually cross-posted one another: for example, Facebook and Twitter accounts from the cluster of assets that focused on the Middle East shared links to Medium articles that were posted by the operation. This behavior was not uniform across different regions and at different times: early assets focused more on Twitter and YouTube, later ones posted on Medium and Wordpress. In Russian, LiveJournal and blogging sites such as cont.ws were frequently used.
Overall, this set does not represent a comprehensive “tour” of Russian military information operations, nor does it represent a consistent set of operations run by a central unit. It is best looked at as an ensemble of puzzle pieces coming to complete the broader picture of known Russian military information operations across the years.

**Creation Dates**

The assets in Facebook’s takedown set spanned a long period. The earliest - two Facebook accounts that did not show any posting history - were created in late 2011. Two pages focused on Ukraine that posed as hacktivists were created in late 2013. Few other surviving assets were created until late 2016, however, and the largest volume of creation came in 2018, with a smaller bump in early 2019. (The relatively small number of accounts in this takedown set that were created in the early years reflects the fact that many early assets were removed in earlier takedowns.)

![Timeline of asset creation](image)

*Timeline of asset creation across the takedown set. For pages and groups, we have used the given creation date. For Facebook and Instagram accounts, we have used the date of the first post as a proxy.*

**Fake Accounts**

Among the takedown set provided by Facebook, some accounts displayed similar activity patterns and uploaded their first profile pictures on the same day (Facebook accounts do not show a creation date, but the date of the first profile picture gives a proxy indication of when they became active). The Russian networks featured two main batches, one with Turkish names, one with Russian ones.

The older of these two batches, activated on July 8, 2016, consisted of five accounts that all displayed Turkish names while using pictures stolen somewhere else on the Internet. Interestingly, the accounts did not show any activity, and three of them had other batch accounts as their only friends, leaving little doubt as to the ties between the accounts.
A batch of Turkish-named accounts was created on July 8, 2016. All the profile pictures are stolen.
The second, larger subset consisted of 26 accounts that were activated on March 13, 2018. They all displayed the same basic pattern, with a stolen profile picture, a cover picture and a Facebook Life Event celebrating a graduation from highschool that, for all the accounts, occurred on December 31 of various years. The profile pictures used by the accounts can be traced back to various Russian social media platforms and dating apps.

Examples of accounts batch-created on March 13, 2018.
Among the more developed personas, many claimed to be journalists, usually freelancers. One persona claimed to write for the Middle East Monitor, but a search for their byline on the website returned no results.

Journalist personas on Facebook and Medium. The name “Sonya Clemens” did not feature on the Middle East Monitor website.

**Cross-Platform Activity**

Previous Russian military operations have been characterized by their use of multiple social media platforms, websites and blogs. The latest collection of assets was no exception: the
personas that appeared on Facebook and Instagram maintained a wide range of properties across other platforms, including Twitter, YouTube, Blogspot, Wordpress, Medium, Tumblr, Pinterest, Telegram, the Russian platforms VK and OK, and a range of Russian blogging platforms.

The persona Pamela Spenser on Facebook and Medium. The related Twitter account was suspended some time before September 21, 2020.
The persona Valeriy Denburg / Валерий Денбург on cont.ws, Facebook, Medium and Pinterest. The related Twitter account was suspended some time before September 21, 2020.

The persona Брюссельский стукач (Brussels Snitch) on Yandex, Instagram, Facebook and Telegram.

The persona Westvoices: website at the top, Facebook group at the bottom, and flanking it, two shares by an operation asset to two groups run by the operation.
The persona Charles Lonsdale, apparently educated at Manchester University, but whose comment on a mountain view read “So beautiful view!” Clockwise from the top left, on Twitter, Medium, politicsforum.org and Facebook.

Clockwise from top left: Facebook page for the Cyb3rgun$ pseudo-hacktivist group; Twitter account for the group; Twitter account @XcpTOr, a suspected asset retweeted by @Cyb3rguns that pointed to a single-use YouTube account; and the YouTube account itself.
Coordinated Activity

The takedown set displayed signs of coordinated activity, both in their posting patterns and in the content they shared. Among the accounts that were created in a batch on March 13, 2018, at least four primarily amplified content from two more well-developed personas in the takedown set, named Victor Zar and David Jansenson. Typically, these better-developed personas posted content from pages run by the operation into groups run by the operation, and then the batch-created accounts re-posted them.

Posts from Victor Zar and David Jansenson in groups, firstly shared by asset page The Opinion Next Door, and then shared by assets from the March 13, 2018, batch.
Two assets sharing the same post from "David Jansenson" in two different Facebook groups

The Syrian-focused pages and assets, in the meantime, posted the same articles or shared content from what seemed to be the core of the Syrian network, the page "USA out of Syria". The content shared by the assets constantly criticized the Western coalition in Syria while praising Russia and Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad. The pages and accounts heavily relied on memes, cartoons, epic and graphic pictures in their posts, most likely in order to attract Facebook users.

Examples of coordination between Syrian-focused pages, accusing the United States of stealing Syrian oil.
Examples of coordination between Syrian-focused pages, picturing Recep Tayyip Erdogan as Hitler.

Example of post coordination between Syrian-focused assets. The pages claim that Syria is doing better at fighting the Covid-19 outbreak than the United States.

Some Russian-language sets of accounts, which were relatively active among groups Facebook tied to the takedown set, recycled their visuals to promote their articles, sometimes with up to a year of difference between posts.
Examples of different Russian-speaking accounts sharing the same pictures over time, with different text.

Various assets amplified content from the websites westvoices[.]com (now defunct) and westvoices[.]ru, which focused on security issues in Europe.
Shares of the West Voices domains by assets in this operation; the top left image shows that the .com domain was already defunct in September 2020.

North, East, South, West: The Topics

U.S. Politics

Very little of the content from these Russian operations mentioned U.S. politics: they were far more focused on geopolitical issues. However, given the timing of this report, the public interest in the U.S. election and potential interference, we have chosen to cover this topic first.

Only one entity focused specifically on U.S. domestic politics in English: this was a Wordpress blog called “Black and intelligent,” whose motto was “Knowledge is freedom, ignorance is slavery.”
The central Wordpress blog was accompanied by a Facebook page, a Twitter account, a Tumblr account and a Medium account (the Wordpress site also displayed ads through WordAds). Its 57 articles were all copied from bona fide news sites, but the selection showed a clear interest in American racial tensions. A few of the posts directly related to electoral candidates: among these, one focused on Senator Bernie Sanders’ positive image in the Black community (plagiarized from Newsweek), while another wrote of Vice President Joe Biden “blaming black America for its problems” (copied from an op-ed in the Washington Post). The blog and associated assets stopped posting in January 2020.
Across social media platforms, “Black and Intelligent” seemed focused on creating an audience for itself in US Black communities: this took the form of gathering email addresses on Wordpress for the blog’s newsletter (according to the site, 327 people had signed up by September 23, 2020), and of following US-based BLM activists on Twitter and Tumblr. The Facebook page had already been taken down at the time of writing this report, and therefore could not be analyzed by the Graphika team. Despite its two years of activity and its audience targeting efforts across platforms, the combined following of the Black and Intelligent assets remained low.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Following</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WordPress</td>
<td>57 articles spanning May 2018 - January 2020</td>
<td>Gathered 327 email addresses for the blog’s newsletter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>33 tweets, very low engagement.</td>
<td>26 followers (for 66 following)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>2 posts, no engagement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No content posted, no followers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2016, multiple Russian operations targeted the Black community with messaging that was designed to divert support away from Hillary Clinton, including by comparing her unfavorably with Sanders. The activity on the Wordpress blog recalls that attempt, but the volume of content was too small to establish a firm pattern.

Graphika also identified a number of Russian-language assets that focused on election-related topics from a strongly conservative point of view. For example, one blog blamed America’s post-coronavirus economic depression on the protests against racial discrimination, and accused Democrats of astroturfing the protests.

“Americans are tired of negroes, Latin Americans, gays, transgenders, lesbians and all kind of imposed programs to destroy traditional values. And overall, the personality of [the Democratic Party’s] candidate Joe Biden doesn’t inspire confidence, even despite the voluminous information campaign.”

More typically, when assets posted about U.S. politics, it was in connection with U.S. operations in the Middle East or the broader conflicts there. For example, a Facebook page called “USA out of Syria” published an image of a mural of George Floyd that was apparently photographed in Idlib, Syria. An account called Andrei Chizhikov shared a video interview with former candidate Tulsi Gabbard, alongside a comment that accused the U.S. of taking part in “practically every conflict on Planet Earth.”

![Posts by Andrei Chizhinov (left) and USA out of Syria (right).]
North

The Arctic

Some of the assets in this takedown set posted about the Arctic, often in combination with other topics. This was a relatively minor theme, but it ran consistently from 2017 through 2020. The content typically portrayed the High North as a zone of geopolitical confrontation, with the West, the United States or NATO behaving as aggressors, and Russia defending its legitimate interests in the region. Shrinking Arctic ice and the opening of new shipping lanes and access to natural resources have led to this area being increasingly contested between Russia and the US and its allies.
Posts from various assets on the Arctic. The topmost post claims that the traditional cultures of the High North are incompatible with Western lifestyles. The bottom right claims that a "Polar War" has already begun, while the bottom left, entitled "NATO's tentacles in the Arctic", explains why the Arctic belongs to Russia and how NATO has been trying to steal territory from Russia.
East

Japan

Some assets focused heavily on Japan and, in particular, the status of the disputed Kuril Islands, which Russia occupies but both countries claim. Many of these assets appeared to be located in Khabarovsk, a city in Russia’s Far East which is home both to the Pacific State University and the headquarters of Russia’s Eastern Military District. The region is known as the home of an earlier online influence operation, in the shape of a website called the Nota Bene Group (nbenegroup.com, now defunct but archived). This claimed to be a student-led analytical group, and posted about Russia’s armed forces, the Far East and the Kuril Islands from a pro-Russian perspective. The website’s domain registration showed that it was registered to the Finance Department of Russia’s Far Eastern Military District (the forerunner to the Eastern Military District). The website went offline in the first half of 2020.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain name:</th>
<th>NBENEGROUP.COM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name Server:</td>
<td>ns.s3n.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Server:</td>
<td>ns3.redcom.ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation Date:</td>
<td>2009.06.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Date:</td>
<td>2013.06.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status:</td>
<td>DELEGATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant ID:</td>
<td>HWWQ86B-RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant Name:</td>
<td>Finance Department of the Far Eastern Military district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant Organization:</td>
<td>Finance Department of the Far Eastern Military district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant Street1:</td>
<td>Serysheva, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant City:</td>
<td>Khabarovsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant State:</td>
<td>Khabarovskiy kray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant Postal Code:</td>
<td>680000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrant Country:</td>
<td>RU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Domain registration information for NBeneGroup.com, showing the registration to the Far Eastern Military District. The domain became defunct in August 2020 and is now registered to a Chinese company.

Various assets that Facebook identified in the latest takedown posted about similar themes. For example, a Facebook account called Paul Green was ostensibly a young man from Khabarovsk who lived in Yokohama. This account created a group called “USA in the Asia Pacific Region” on August 1, 2018, and posted content there occasionally until January 2019. The content accused the U.S. of destabilizing the Pacific Basin and the Arctic, antagonizing the Japanese population and allowing American troops in the region to commit crimes with impunity. Other posts accused Japan itself of aggression and destabilizing behavior, and especially focused on the ownership of the disputed Kuril Islands.
Post by Paul Green to the group the persona ran, USA in the Asia Pacific Region. The group only had two members.

Sailor accused of slashing Okinawa man’s neck after vandalizing vehicle

Post by assets focusing on the Kuril Islands, a prominent topic in the takedown set.
Facebook posts by asset Paul Green on Japan, North Korea and regional security.

A group that Facebook attributed to Russian military actors was called Пределы дозволенного ("the limits of what's allowed"). This pointed towards a YouTube channel of the same name that sporadically posted videos about Russia's relationship with Japan. The channel only posted twice in 2020, both in September: the first video explained why the Kuril Islands belong to Russia, while the second explained why American values are bad for Japanese culture. Posts from earlier years included similar themes. The channel’s "About" page said that it was a "scientific research project by students of the Oriental Studies and History Faculty of the Pacific State University" in Khabarovsk. That faculty exists, but none of the online literature that Graphika has been able to identify makes any mention of the Пределы дозволенного project.
The YouTube channel "Limits of what’s allowed," showing the attribution to students of the faculty of Oriental studies and history of the Pedagogical Institute and the Pacific State University.

Videos from the "Limits of what’s allowed" channel, showing two recent videos on economic developments in the relationship between Russia and Japan and the damaging impact of American values on Japanese culture. Center, a video from February 2019 on North Korea’s nuclear program headlined "Seoul and Tokyo will be annihilated" that accused the U.S. of fomenting tensions in the region. Right, videos from July 2018 accusing Japan of abusing Russia in the present, and rehearsing Japan’s use of “comfort women” in World War Two.

**Winter Olympics 2018: Sour Grapes**

Another Far Eastern topic that the Russian military assets covered was the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics of February 2018. These games were of particular importance to Russia because it was banned for them because of its state-sponsored doping scheme. In the build-up to the ban,
various Russian operations targeted the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), whose testimony was crucial in the International Olympic Committee’s decision to ban Russia.

The latest takedown set included an Instagram page called StopPyeongChang2018. Its bio urged “national teams to stay away from the South Korean 2018 Winter Olympics,” and its posts spread alarming stories about potential security threats to the games, including hacking, the flu, the norovirus, and nuclear war. It also accused the Korean people of animal cruelty.

Profile and first post by the Instagram persona “Harrison Porter”.

The same persona operated a blog on Wordpress and amplified it from an account on Twitter. These assets pushed the same essential message that the Winter Olympics would be far too dangerous for sports fans to attend, with a sideline in animal cruelty. The Twitter account’s very first tweet set the tone for all 220 other tweets that followed: “Neither the IOC nor Seoul can guarantee the safety of athletes and fans over North Korea-U.S. tensions.”
Three posts by the StopPyeongchang Wordpress blog, warning "Olympyans" of hacking and norovirus. Other posts included warnings of nuclear war, avian flu and "North Korea’s Aggressive Seasonal Flu." Most were copied from legitimate news sources.

The Twitter account also appealed for "new enthusiastic members" to keep the blog updated. The tweet had been retweeted six times by September 2020; there is no indication of any replies, which would not be visible through open sources if they came as direct messages.
South

A separate cluster of activity focused on the countries to Russia’s south, especially Syria and Turkey. As with the Far Eastern content, this messaging reflected earlier operations: an earlier takedown of assets attributed to the Russian military included personas focused on a website, the Inside Syria Media Center, and a number of fake journalist personas, of whom the most notorious were Alice Donovan and Sophie Mangal - both the subjects of detailed investigations by Counterpunch in 2019. The GRU ultimately used the Alice Donovan account to create its DCLeaks Facebook page, according to a U.S. indictment of GRU operators.¹

¹ The taxonomy around leaks and the weaponized disclosure of hacked information is complex. We consider leaks to be material obtained by insiders, such as the activity of former NSA contractor Edward Snowden. We consider false leaks to be material obtained by outsiders by way of hacking, and released by outsiders usually disguising themselves as activists/insiders, such as the hacking and leaking of emails from the Clinton campaign in 2016 and the Macron campaign in 2017. We consider tainted leaks to be false leaks that contained doctored and altered content.
Syria

The latest takedown included a number of similar assets, most notably the persona Pamela Spenser. This was created on Facebook in May 2019, and also operated on Medium and Twitter, posting long-form articles about the Syrian conflict.

Medium headlines by Pamela Spenser, April-July 2019.
Other assets in the takedown set focused on Russia’s role in Syria in a positive light, describing it as a peacekeeper and humanitarian player, and either denying or ignoring the many reports of war crimes committed by Syrian and Russian forces. This content came in English, Russian, and Arabic.

This pro-Russian and pro-Syrian government content was paralleled by anti-American, anti-Western and anti-NATO content. This routinely portrayed the United States as worsening the conflicts in the Middle East, supporting terrorists, committing war crimes and destabilizing the situation. This content was posted in all three of the operation’s main languages.

Arabic-language posts promoting Russia as a humanitarian player in Syria and celebrating the country as a major peace-keeping actor alongside Bachar Al-Assad
Syria

Arabic-language content hostile to the United States, posted by operation assets.

English-language content attacking the U.S.
The post reads: "How the US is fighting terrorism in the Middle East: Expectation vs. Reality"

One of the Pages, the Arabic-language or @SyriaBestNews, was cited in a number of Russian outlets. Generally cited as an on-the-ground source for information on Syria, it was repeatedly referenced and embedded in articles by the Russian Federal News Agency, or RIAFAN, which is connected with the Russian Internet Research Agency and was sanctioned by the U.S. Treasury in December 2018. The bulk of these references dated to mid-2019.

**Turkey**

While the operation’s portrayal of the Syrian and Russian regimes was positive, its description of the Turkish government, and especially President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, was strongly negative. Posts from a number of assets accused Turkey of inflaming the security situation in northern Syria, supporting terrorists and profiting from the Syrian conflict. This has been a theme of a number of Russian influence efforts over the years, both overt and covert, since Turkey shot down a Russian jet in November 2015.
Posts blaming Turkey for worsening the situation in Syria by supporting extremists

Posts claiming Turkey is behind ISIS and backing up Islamists in Syria

The Pamela Spenser persona was not the only prolific author that the operation maintained to cover the Middle East. Another persona, Ayman Rayd, also wrote in English on Medium. This persona claimed to be "an investigative journalist", adding "and I'm really into politics. I'm interested in all these stuff related to the Middle East region. Analytics and Ar to En news." The persona posted on Facebook in both English and Arabic; its content covered Turkey, Syria, and a small amount of content on other conflicts in the Middle East, notably in Libya.
Articles from asset Ayman Riad claiming that Turkey is willing to cooperate with Damascus

Posts by the same persona on Medium. This was one of the most recent assets: its last post was on September 14.
Israel

Some assets also posted a considerable volume of content about Israel, primarily in Arabic. This content typically came from Arabic-language accounts, but was sometimes posted in English. Some posts also linked Israel with Turkey.

Post claiming Israel and Turkey are working hand in hand to destroy the Middle East.

Other posts compared Israel unfavorably with Russia, and argued in Arabic that Israel was supporting militant and terrorist groups. Still others accused Israel of destabilizing Syria: these may have represented an attempt to appeal to a largely Syrian audience.
Posts claiming Israel is behind extremist groups in Syria and financing unrest in Syria and in the Middle East, unlike Russia

West

A separate axis of activity focused on the countries to Russia's west. As in the Syrian example, the Western-facing content portrayed a world in black-and-white terms of a beneficial, peaceable yet resolute Russia, and an aggressive, duplicitous and fragmented West.

Ukraine

As is typical of Russian operations in the post-2014 era, much of the content from the Western-focused sets of accounts targeted Ukraine, and especially its pro-Western leaders.
Posts posted by Ukraine-focused assets were constantly trying to undermine pro-European politicians, for instance here Petro Poroshenko, Yulia Tymoshenko and Svyatoslav Vakarchuk. As seen in several takedowns focusing on Ukraine, the content targeting Yulia Tymoshenko is disturbingly sexist.
The left post undermines Ukraine as an European state, comparing it to an undeveloped and unsecure country, whereas the right one mocks Ukraine in its negotiations with NATO.

Post by the asset Пленарний Пінгвін (Plenary Penguin) on Telegram, linking Ukraine to the FinCEN money-laundering scandal.
Fake Hacktivists

The oldest cluster of assets in the takedown set - all of which fell silent by the middle of 2014 - also focused on Ukraine. On Facebook, two accounts posed as hacktivists under the name Cyb3rgun$. In late 2013 and early 2014, one of them posted about a series of attacks on Western, especially Baltic, official websites in countries that had backed Ukraine and criticized Russia’s annexation of Crimea. (The other had no posting history.) These typically led to statements on Pastebin and the website cyberguerrilla].org (now defunct) that claimed to come from the Anonymous hacking group, and to launch a so-called #OpIndependence against Ukraine. That claim was also associated with the hacking group Cyberberkut, which the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre has attributed to the GRU. All this activity came while Russia was carrying out the annexation of Crimea, and formed part of the online accompaniment to that operation.

Typical posts by the Cyb3rgun$ page, February 2014.

Even at this relatively early stage of influence operations, the hacktivist personas worked across platforms. The Cyb3rgun$ Facebook page pointed towards an associated Twitter account with the same profile picture. This in turn retweeted similar “hacktivist” accounts that pointed, in turn, to a pair of YouTube channels that only ever posted one video each. Graphika assesses that it is likely that all these were controlled by the same set of operators.
The Twitter activity appeared to form a particular cluster of “Anonymous”-themed accounts that were largely created in late 2013, and which retweeted @cyb3rgun$ as soon as they were created. These accounts pointed to one of the single-use YouTube channels that was also amplified by @cyb3rguns.

The very first tweets from @XcpTOR (left) and @4NT1S5C (right), showing their immediate amplification of @cyb3rguns.
Posts by @XcpTOR (left, retweeted by @cyb3rguns) and @anon_gold (right) sharing a link to the same video about Ukraine. This was the YouTube account's only post; the account was created on the day the video and tweets were posted, February 28, 2014 - the same day Russia invaded Crimea.

For a brief period in early 2014, these assets formed a repeating cluster that amplified various pro-Russian, anti-Ukrainian and anti-Western cyber attacks and DDoS attacks under the Op Independence brand.

Clockwise from top left: @anon_gold sharing @cyb3rguns; @anon_gold earlier sharing Pastebin files after an attack on the website of the Estonian Defense Ministry; the Pastebin files, declaring #OpIndependence against Ukraine, with the YouTube link highlighted; the YouTube video from a single-use account.

An interesting element to the Anonymous accounts found was their sometimes wide geographic interest, which reflected the interests shown by other assets. This included boosting Anonymous operations against Korea, Turkey and Venezuela. This was most readily visible in the hashtags they used, which included #opgaza and #opvenezuela.

**NATO and the Neighborhood**
Further to the West, various assets in the takedown set posted hostile content about NATO, which they routinely portrayed as aggressive and destabilizing. This sort of content typically came from personas that claimed to be located in, or interested in, the Baltic States, Moldova, Georgia and Armenia.

Alongside these negative posts were positive posts about Russia’s role and influence in the region - notably as a reliable and profitable partner, but also, after the outbreak of COVID-19, as a contributor to regional health.

Left, post claiming that the Estonian population is anti-NATO from operation persona The Opinion Next Door.

Right, Russian-language post headlined, “The benefit of NATO’s troops in the Baltics: Latvia didn’t make it into the top 100 for military readiness.”
Medium articles by persona Charles Lonsdale on Georgia. The screenshot with the headline “Migrants spark housing crisis” was taken from the Daily Mail tabloid in May 2016, almost two years earlier. Georgia was not mentioned in the Daily Mail article.

Two Russian-language posts on Armenia. Left, the persona Ivan Egorov claiming that pro-democracy NGOs in Armenia were Western regime change puppets. Right, the persona Arshak Balumyan writing on cont.ws that Russia was “the only country that gave Armenia enormous help” in the fight against COVID-19.
Russian-language posts on Moldova. Left, the persona Ульяна Ищенко (Ulyana Ishenko) on Yandex portraying NATO and the U.S. as the Grim Reaper. Right, the page Евразийский выбор Молдавии и Приднестровья (Moldova and Transnistria’s Eurasian choice) highlighting Russian support for Moldovan farmers.

A handful of posts looked further West still, and dealt with countries such as France and Germany. One persona in particular, "West Voices," used its associated Twitter account to post anti-NATO content and attacks on Angela Merkel in many languages, far more than the operation usually deployed. In one striking incident, it praised French President Emmanuel Macron - formerly the target of Russian hacking attacks - for criticizing NATO.
Other Concerns

Skripal

Predictably, some assets commented on the Skripal poisoning. Fake persona Charles Longdale wrote a Medium piece shortly after the British announcement that they had determined Russia was behind the poisoning. Shortly after, the persona wrote a second mentioning the damage caused in Russian-British relations by the allegations. Another asset, allegedly Swedish, maintained two separate Medium accounts; the associated Facebook account showed that one had included an article about Skripal, but this was later deleted, apparently by the account holder.
Asset “Lars Ahren” also wrote about the poisoning, posting it on Medium and linking to it on the Facebook account. The Medium post was deleted by the author at an unknown date.

Three articles by the persona Viktor Zaretsky on Russian site topwar.ru on (left to right) NATO states rejecting the British claim that Russian agents poisoned Skripal; an alleged UK conspiracy against Russia; and claims of a connection between the Skripal poisoning and the UK’s chemical weapons lab at Porton Down.
Poison the Russian and blame Putin - The best way to distract the world from the attack on Damascus

Headline by the Syria-focused persona Ayman Rayd on Medium.

Assets posted Skripal content in both English and Russian, with the majority of it in Russian, seeming to show it may have been meant more for a domestic audience than an international one. These efforts were cross-platform, with content on Facebook, Instagram and Medium.
Post on Skripal by the Instagram account of persona Sodrugestvo (Содружество or Commonwealth), which also maintained a [website](#) and [YouTube](#) channel. The Sodrugestvo persona used an atypical way to build audience: it claimed to have run a beauty contest (below).

Photo from the sodrugestvo.info Instagram account showing a beauty competition that it claimed to host.

A small number of assets posted about Venezuela, primarily in the context of the Presidential crisis that erupted in January 2019. Russia continued to support President Maduro, while the US and many of its international allies supported the opposition leader Juan Guaidó. The narratives
generally supported the idea that the US and other Western powers were attempting a coup against Maduro, and that Guaidó was a puppet of the United States.

Post linking to RIAFAN article on the Venezuelan Presidential crisis.